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� Geants have an answer whatever the query is
BUT

� Evaluation compaigns showed

� System variety
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� Evaluation compaigns showed

� System variety

� Some queries are easy, some are difficult

ECIR 2017 3

� What is a difficult query ?
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� (IR) Defined regarding system effectiveness

Difficult topic = Poor effectiveness

� (Psy) Defined regarding human difficulty

Difficult task = hard for users (cognitive)



� Back to the Reliable Information Access (RIA)
Workshop (2004)
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Effectiveness

Topic statement / query

Relationship of the 
query to the 
documents

System features

[Harman, 2009, IR journal]

� Query difficulty prediction
� Predict whether a query is difficult or not

� Performance prediction: Predict the value of the 
effectiveness measure

� Adaptive systems
� Different systems (parameters) for different 

queries

� User studies
� Measure users’ abilities with regard to query 

difficulty
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� Query difficulty prediction

� Why?
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� To handle differently queries

Selective query expansion: the system decides whether

the query should be expanded or not [Amati et al., 2004]

Adaptive system: the system adjusts its parameters

according to the query features [Deveaud et al., 2016]

Examples?

� Types
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� Pre-retrieval vs Post-retrieval

� Based on Statistics vs Linguistics

Pre-retrieval: 

does not need to process the query over the document collection

Post: does need

Definition
and examples?

Examples?



� Examples
� IDF : min, max, mean, … of the IDF of the query terms
� SynSet: … number of synonyms of the query terms [Mothe & 

Tanguy, 2005]
� Query scope: ratio of the documents that contain at least one 

query term [Kanoulas et al., 2017]

� Query Feedback (QF) : overlap between these two 
retrieved document lists [Zhou & Croft, 2007]

� Weighted Information Gain (WIG) : divergence between the 
mean of the top-retrieved document scores and the mean 
of the entire set of document scores [Zhou & Croft, 2007]

� Normalized Query Commitment (NQC) : standard deviation 
of the retrieved document scores [Shtok et al., 2009] 

� Clarity score: KL-divergence between the LM of the 
retrieved documents and the LM of the document collection 
[Cronen-Townsend & Croft, 2002] 

� How to evaluate whether a feature
is a good predictor?
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� Correlation on values (Bravais-Pearson) or on 
ranks (Kendall or Spearman)

Interpretation ?
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Positive 
linear

association

No 
association

Negative
linear

association

From Wikipedia 12

Data set A Data set B Data set C Data set D

Anscombe data sets
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� IDF
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Hauff et al., 2009, ECIR

� IDF
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Hauff et al., 2009, ECIR

� IDF

16Hauff et al., 2008, CIKM



� Pre-retrieval

� Linguistic-based
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� Queries
� 200 TREC queries (TREC  3, 5, 6 and 7)

� Title query (closest to real users’queries)

� Feature extraction

� Participants’ runs – adhoc task

TREC 3 TREC 5 TREC 6 TREC 7

# runs 40 61 80 103

# queries 50 50 50 50
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Method and data

Morphological features :

Syntactical features :

Semantic feature :

- number (#) of words        NBWORDS

- Avg word length       LENGTH

-Avg # of morphemes
per word            MORPH

-Avg # of suffixed tokens SUFFIX

-Avg # of proper nouns    PN

-Avg # of acronyms         ACRO

-Avg # of numerical values  NUM

-Avg # of unknown token   UNKNOWN

-Avg # of coujunctions       CONJ

-Avg # of prepositions        PREP

-Avg # of perso. pronouns PP

-Avg syntactic depth        SYNTDEPTH

-Avg syntatic link span      SYNTDIST

-Avg polysemy value         SYNSETS

Syntactic depth vs span

Term limitations for members of the US congress

NP

NP

PP

NP

PP

NP

Syntactic
Depth
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Syntactic
Links
Span

10/7 = 1.43

CELEX morphological database 
for around 40,000 lemmas, 

their morphological construction.

For example, ”additionally” is a 
4-morpheme word
“add+ition+al+ly”.

Syntactic depth vs span (2)

Use of mutual funds in individual 'san retirement strategy

NP

PP

NPNPNP

PP

NP

Syntactic
Depth
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Syntactic
Links
Span
19/9 = 2.11

Syntactic depth 

syntactic complexity 
in terms of hierarchy

Syntactic link span 

distance in terms of words

Polysemy value: 

WordNet

# of synset s a term belongs to
Default value : 1

TREE TAGGER (Schmidt) 
part-of-speech tagger

For example, topic 158
Term limitations for members of the U.S. Congress

Term/NN 
limitations/NNS 

for/IN 
members/NNS 

of/IN
the/DT 

U.S./NP 
Congress/NP 

NP = Proper Name 

NN = Name, common 

NNS = Name, common, ending with s

IN = preposition 

DT = determiner 

TREE TAGGER (Schmidt) 

terms that are not in 
its reference wordlist

Example: 
“postmenopausal”, “multilingualism”
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� Correlations

� Correlation between recall and features

� Correlation between precision and features

� Pearson coefficient  [-1,1]

� The higher => the stronger correlation

� Positive or negative correlation

� Significance p-value

� Estimate prob. of correlation being due to random

� The smaller => the higher confidence 

20

Analysis



� Results

Significant correlations 
(p-value <= 0.05)  
between 
linguistic features and 
recall / precision

TREC Campaign
Significant 

variables for 
Recall

Significant 
variables for 

Precision

TREC 3 - PREP
- SYNTDEPTH
- SYNSETS

- SUFFIX
- NBWORDS
- CC

TREC 5 - SYNTDIST
- SYNTDEPTH

TREC 6 - SYNSETS
+ PN

TREC 7 - SYNSETS + PN
- LENGTH
- SYNTDIST
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Analysis
� Query difficulty prediction

� Adaptive system

� User studies
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� Adaptive system

� Descriptive analysis of results
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Mining Information Retrieval Results: Significant IR parameters

J. Compaoré, S. Déjean, A.-M. Gueye, J. Mothe, J. Randriamparany

The First International Conference on Advances in Information 

Mining and Management - IMMM 2011

� System parameters
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� Data
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Easiest topics Hardest topics

Significant effect (1-factor ANOVA)
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� Parameter values make different system configurations

� Effectiveness differs according to configurations

� Can we learn the configuration to use?

� Learning to rank query-documents -> L2R query-configurations

Learning to Rank System Configurations 
Romain Deveaud, Josiane Mothe, Jian-Yun Nie. 
Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM), 2016. 

Predicting the Best System Parameter Configuration: the (Per 
Parameter Learning) PPL method
Josiane Mothe, Mahdi Washha
International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent 

Information & Engineering Systems (KES), Elsevier, 2017. 
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� System parameters
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� Examples

� Query-configurations with effectiveness as label

� Query: set of features (query difficulty
predictors)

� Linguistics based

� Statistics based

� Machine learning methods

� Train to know what is the best system 
configuration according to query features
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� Learning to rank system configurations



� Query difficulty prediction

� Adaptive systems

� User studies
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� User studies

� Can we learn something from human?

� From the crowd ? From labs?
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mbq.irit.fr
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� TREC 7 & 8 (old data)

� Crowd: No correlation

� Lab (students in libraries): No correlation

� While little correlation with IDF (0.5) and STD 
(0.6)
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� TREC 2012 (web data)

� Crowd: Little correlation (0.4)

� Lab (IRIT + others): no correlation

� While no correlation with IDF and little with STD 
(0.4)



� Can human predict difficulty?

� No [Hauff et al., 2010] [Mizzaro & Mothe, 2016]

� Difficulty Reasons:

� Why is a query difficult?

� Can human identify the reasons?

� Do reasons correlate to automatic predictors?

� Amount of information:

� Do description change the difficulty prediction?
(compared to the query only)

� Links with actual system difficulty
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Why do you Think this Query is Difficult? A User Study on 
Human Query Prediction
Stefano Mizzaro, Josiane Mothe. 
ACM SIGIR, 2016.

Human-Based Query Difficulty Prediction
Adrian-Gabriel Chifu, Sébastien Déjean, Stefano Mizzaro, 
Josiane Mothe
European Colloquium on Information Retrieval (ECIR), 2017.

� Aim: what are the reasons?

� Participants: 39 MS (library and teaching
studies)

� Choose among 150 topics (TREC adhoc)

� Evaluate difficulty (3 levels scale) 
+ free text explanation

easy because:
difficult because:

� First using T, then using T+D
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� Recoding free text

40



� Master students in libriary studies

Is this query easy?
Why ?

easy: clear query
without ambiguity
since there is no 

alternative synonyms
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� Reasons as 32 closed-questions (ClueWeb12)

� 25 topics (10 hard, 10 easy, 5 avg), 22 part.

� 8 annotations per topics (5-levels scale for 
difficulty + Questions)

ECIR 2017 42
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� Correlation with human « prediction »

None

Some

Some reasons clearly correlate with the perception of difficulty.
S/he predicts the query difficult when:
- The topic has several aspects
- S/he has a idea on the number of retrieved documents
- The query is not clear
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� Link system query features and human reasons

Some reasons clearly correlate with query features
- The number of holonyms seems related to the predicted number

of retrieved documents [many document when many parts]
- The variety of aspects (R28) and synonyms [topic ambiguity]
- Specialization (R6) and synonyms [few senses when specialized]
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� Links between reasons and percieved
difficulty/actual difficulty

While some reasons clearly correlate with human perception of difficulty, 
they are poor indicator of actual difficulty.
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No need to ask them Use this when :

Designing system 

Training users

� Human can not 
predict query
difficulty

� Reasons of difficulty
make sense to them

Future work

� Enlarge the panel

� Various level of system/domain knowledge

� Compute features on human reasons
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� Query difficulty prediction

� Still not solved

� Too many factors, including users

� Evaluation is better with performance prediction
than correlation with effectiveness

� Adaptive systems

� Face real application constraints

� User studies

� Many hope to find cross effects
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� Descriptive analysis

� Help understanding

� Help discovering unknown trends

� Calculations and visualisations are 
complementary

� Methods should be used when appropriate

� Machine Learning

� Extract models to predict

� Evaluation is crutial
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